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The End of Poverty for ‘Super Fly’ Star 

Ron O’Neal used to stand on a painter’s scaffold 10 hours a 
day for $12 a day, when he was lucky enough to get a day’s 
work, and tell himself “they are going to pay for this.’’ By 
“‘they’’ he meant the white world in general which had kept him, 
as a young black, in circumstances of endless poverty. Some of 
that fiery resolution of years 
ago now flashes through his 
performance in ‘‘Super Fly,’’ a 
drama of the black ghetto 
which opens next atethessas 
Theatre. 

But O’Neal has mellowed. 
By doing the work of a house- 
painter he was able to maintain 
himself while he studied acting, 
Singing and dancing at a remar- 
kable imter-racial theatrical 

group in Cleveland called 
Karamu. ‘‘Karamu’’ in Swahili 
means ‘‘place of enjoyment.’’ 

There he appeared in many 
of the stage classics, modern 
plays and in musical produc- 
tions. He learned to. give 
authentically personal _ per- 
formances in ‘‘white’’ roles and 
discovered there were no essen- 
tial differences in the ways 
human beings react to various 
situations. 

He came to New’ York, taught 
acting to teenagers and young 
adults in Harlem for a couple of 
years, then went touring with 
road shows. O’Neal made his 
acting break-through with a 
stellar portrayal in ‘“‘No Place 
to Be Somebody,’’ produced at 
Joseph Papp’s. theatre in 
Greenwich Village. The play 
won a Pulitzer Prize in 1971, 

O’Neal carried off four of the 
biggest acting awards in town. 

O’Neal’s’ friend from the 
Cleveland days, Phillip Fenty, 
began to talk out an idea he had 

for a film about the existence 

Ag 

Ron O’Neal stars as Priest in 

Warner Bros.’ ‘‘Super Fly,’’ 
which opens next____ at the ___ 

Theatre. Mat 1-A 

of black people. The central 
character would be a charis- 
matic, successful cocaine 
dealer who loathed the life he 
was leading despite its luxuries. 
The film was to be called 
‘“Super Fly,’’ and O’Neal was to 
play the dealer. 

Fenty found a producer, Sig 
Shore, the money was raised by 
Shore, the idea was turned into 
a screenplay by Fenty, and in 
January, 1972, ‘“‘Supegiomiy’’ 
began filming in actual loca- 
tions around New York City. 
Warner Bros. acquired ‘‘Super 
Fly’’ for distribution. 

Julius W. Harris (right) portrays a cocaine supplier who threatens 

his dealer, Carl Lee, in this scene from Warner Bros.’ ‘‘Super 
Fly,’’ which opens next___at the Theatre. Gordon Parks, Jr. 
directed the Sig Shore Production from a screenplay by Phillip 
Fenty. Mat 2-A 

Wheel of Fortune 

Stopped on Sheila 

Many secretaries and most 
models would like to become 
movie stars, but very rarely do. 
Sheila Frazier, who was both a 
secretary and a model, and a 
black girl to boot, wanted the 
same, and made it. She has the 
starring female lead in a stark 
new drama of the black ghetto, 
‘Super Fly,’’ now at the. 
Theatre, and she won the role 

without ever playing any other 
role either on stage or in films. 

Raised. in. New... Jersey, 
severely under-impressed by her 
own gaunt appearance and handi- 
capped by a stutter, Sheila 
decided an obscure niche in the 
business world was the best 
solution for her life. She took 
commercial courses in high 

school, found a secretarial job 

and should have been reasonably 

contented. She wasn’t. Inside 
there was a nagging desire to 
become an actress. 

She saved her money, enrolled 
in a New York drama school, ran 
out of cash, went back to sec- 
retarial work to save some 
more, this time joined a work- 
shop course at the Negro 
Ensemble Theatre which gives 
serious training to aspiring 

actors. After a while, she 
changed to the New Federal 
Theatre and another workshop 
course of study. 

In the summer of 1971, she 
met Richard Roundtree, star of 

‘‘Shaft.’’ He referred her to his 
own manager, who accepted 

Miss Frazier as a_ client. 
Roundtree heard of an all-black 
film about ghetto existence that 
would soon be made. He en- 
couraged the girl to attend a 
casting call for ‘‘Super Fly,”’ 
and spoke about her to the 
director, Gordon Parks Jr. Miss 
Frazier read a couple of scenes 
for Parks and producer Sig 
Shore. Ron O’Neal, already 
designated for the male lead, 
read with her. Then she returned 
to secretarial work, and the 
modeling she had begun to do 
for an interim livelihood, and 
waited. And waited some more. 
At length, she was notified that 
she had the part of Georgia in 
“Super Fly,’’ a Warner Bros. 
release. 

It is that of a sensitive and 
loving girl involved with a big- 
time dealer in cocaine. He 
longs to escape the dope racket, 
but all she can do to help is 
provide solace when his despair 
grows too great. At the critical 
point where he can make his 
break, she becomes the essential 
element that enables him to do 
so. 

Ron O’Neal (left) and Carl Lee star as cocaine dealers in Warner 
Bros.’ ‘‘Super Fly,’’ opening next___at the Theatre. Gordon 

Parks, Jr. directed the Sig Shore Production from a screenplay by 
Phillip Fenty. Mat 2-B 

‘Super Fly’ Fights Upstream 

All the Way Home 
“‘Super Fly,’’ now at the Theatre, fulfills the standard 

Hollywood legend about the movie that is pulled through against 
impossible odds and becomes a big success. The film was made 
in circumstances that would have, and have, in fact, defeated 

many other productions, and upon completion was grabbed up by 
Warner Bros. for immediate 
release. 

The money for ‘‘Super Fly’’ 
came from 18 black people who 

had never invested in a film, but 
did so this time because they 
liked what the script had to say. 
Among the 18 were dentists, 
financiers, businessmen in the 
black community but also pimps, 
madams and drug dealers. Even 
so, there was not enough money 

and ‘‘Super Fly’’ had to suspend 
shooting a couple of times 
because there was no raw film 
stock to work with. 

The producer, Sig Shore, had 
made hundreds of television 
programs but not a_ feature- 
length movie, ‘‘Super Fly’’ was 
his first. The director, Gordon 
Parks Jr., had never directed a 
film. The author, Phillip Fenty, 
had never written a screenplay. 
The female lead, Sheila Frazier, 
had never given a paid perfor- 
mance either in a play or a film. 
Most of the technical crew were 
trainees from a Harlem project 
which is developing skills 
among young blacks. 

The film was shot at the 

height of winter in locations 
which were 50% outdoor. The 

company had to contend not 
only with shortage of money, 
weather and inexperience on 

the part of numerous members, 

The Mayfield Experience Reaches the Screen 
The new drama about black 

ghetto life, ‘‘Super Fly,’’ opening 
next at the Theatre, is 
marked by a whole gamut of 
firsts. One of the most impor- 
tant of these is the screen debut 
of Curtis Mayfield. In the 
world of soul music, Mayfield 
is something of a giant. 

Mayfiend was born in 
Chicago. By the time he was 14 
he had formed a soul group of 
his own, then joined forces with 
a lad somewhat older than he, 
Jerry Butler. The two enlisted 
others of like mind and founded 

a group called The Roosters, in 
which Butler was the lead 
singer. The Roosters was not a 
particularly attractive title and 
was changed to The Impressions. 
In 1958, The Impressions 
achieved their first hit, a 
recording of ‘‘For Your Precious 
Love,’’ which sold 150,000 
copies in two weeks and 
remains a classic of its genre. 
When the group fell apart, 
Butler went out as a single. 

When the film ‘‘Lillies of 
the Field’’ was produced, May- 
field was invited to prepare a 

score for it. One tune in his 
score, ‘‘Amen,’’ became an 
enormous hit. Despite that, he 
did not compose the music for 
anothermovie until ‘‘Super Fly.”’ 

For ‘“‘Super Fly,’’ a Sig Shore 
Production for Warner Bros., 
directed by Gordon Parks Jr., 
Mayfield has written a set of 
words and music that work as a 
counter balance to what appears 
on screen. The movie shows the 
life and deeds of a cocaine 
dealer; the music sets up a 
critical commentary upon the 
supposed glamour and excite- 

ment of a man who appears to 
be a success, particularly in a 
recurring number called ‘‘Pusher- 

man.’’ 
Mayfield and his_ group 

appear in ‘‘Super Fly,’’ and he is 
seen and heard while accom- 
panying himself on _ electric 
guitar. To the millions who have 
bought his albums it will be a 
stimulating experience, for 
Mayfield comes off as an 
authoritative, wry and amusing 
performer. 

Phillip Fenty wrote the story 
and screenplay. 

but the crowds that always 
collect when making a movie. 

The worst of these were mobs 
of kids who got in the way of 
the camera, tripped over the 
cables, interfered with acting 
and directing. When objection 
was made, they would reply 
that it was their block, and 
before long adults would step 
into the confusion to defend 
the kids. 

Power for lights and camera 
was simply taken from the 
nearest light pole. Often the 
company had no permit from the 
city authorities to shoot, but 
shot anyway. Indoor locations 
were usually provided by friends 
of friends, which meant long 
treks to various parts of the 
city. Movie companies that 
might be able to furnish money 
for completion insisted on 
seeing what had already been 
filmed, but the producer refused 
to show his footage. The actors 
had to wait for their money. 

‘Super Fly’ Opens 

Today 
At first glance Warner Bros.’ 

‘‘Super Fly,’’ opening today at 
the Theatre, might appear to 
be just another in the line of 
currently popular black adven- 
ture films. 

In reality the film is much 
more than that. True it is a story 
about blacks told in black terms 
but there the similarity ends. 

‘‘Super Fly’’ may well be the 
first ever film that truly ex- 
presses the black reality and 
philosophy. It was written by 
Phillip Fenty and directed by 
Gordon Parks, Jr., both black, 
and perhaps even more impor- 
tantly, it was made with money 
supplied entirely by blacks. 

Toplining the cast are Ron 
O’Neal and Canada Lee. Sig 
Shore produced the contemporary 
film. 

COPYRIGHT © 1972 BY WARNER BROS. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 



‘SUPER FLY’ IS SUPER BIG 

MR. EXHIBITOR, 

When you receive your ‘‘Super Fly’’ posters from 

National Screen Service, you will also receive a snipe that 

must be placed on each poster and on the lobby standee. 

The poster page in the pressbook shows these snipes in 

the proper place. Be sure you match the position exactly. 

STARRING 

ON ONEA 
AS PRIEST 

and here are what some of the critics are saying about it! 

‘‘See the movie, it’s a winner. O’Neal has charisma by the 

barrels full.’’ 

CHUCK SILVER, Soul Newspaper 

‘“Symbolically, ‘Super Fly’ stands in a class by itself.’’ 

James P. MURRAY, Amsterdam News 

‘‘This is the one to see. An intelligent, perceptive, fast 

paced movie. Solid script, solid acting, a musical score by 

Curtis Mayfield that will probably get an Academy Award 

nomination. It’s a very important movie.’’ 

KEVIN SANDERS, ABC-TV 

‘“‘A brilliantly idiomatic film. The film’s gut pleasures are 

real, and there are a lot of them...a very good movie.’’ 

ROGER GREENSPUN, New York Times 

‘* “Super Fly’ is brilliant. It has a solid, tense plot, eye- 

catching settings, sex, whirlwind pacing.’’ 

BARBARA GOLDSMITH, Harpers Bazaar 

‘Beautifully written, vividly acted and artistically photo- 

graphed. Gripping, jolting, memorable. Ron O’Neal evinces 

a performance of such inspiring magnitude that viewers will 

have something long to remember.’’ 

BILL LANE, World News Syndicated 

‘‘A potent, taut drama. One scene will have everyone tal- 

king, the ending will have them screaming.’’ 

GERTRUDE GIPSON, Los Angeles Sentinel 

‘‘Fine acting, a compelling story and Curtis Mayfield’s 

exciting music. One of the best of the new black films. 

‘Super Fly’ is good entertainment.’’ 

FRANCES TAYLOR, Long Island Press 

‘‘A visually exciting movie, a good adventure story.’’ 

KEVIN M. SAVIOLA, Women’s Wear Daily 

‘It is beautifully acted in its central roles by that fine 

Broadway actor, Ron O’Neal, and Carl Lee.’’ 

BERNARD DREW, Gannett Newspaper Syndicate 

‘*Special praise to Ron O’Neal. Exciting.’’ 

ARCHER WINSTEN, New York Post 

‘*Full of energy.’’ NORMA McLAIN STOOP, After Dark 

‘*Good performances by O’Neal, Sheila Frazier and Julius 

W. Harris.’’ 

DONALD MAYERSON, Cue 

‘‘Fast moving, well shot, entertaining caper.’’ 

LEONARD HARRIS, WCBS-TV 

‘* ‘Super Fly’ is flashy, fast and funky. One of the biggest 

action-adventure films of the year. Mayfield should be 

praised. Ron O’Neal’s performance is strength.’’ 

R.A., Cash Box 

‘‘The film is a revelation. Gordon Parks Jr., an interesting 

talent.’ 

ALAN SAYER, Hollywood Reporter 

‘This innovative, community film about the Harlem drug 

scene invades new territory in introducing, defining, ex- 

plaining and exposing the life and lifestyle of the nemesis 

of the ghetto — the pusher. This independent film project, 

financed by members of the black community and directed 

by Gordon Parks Jr. certainly represents where the future 

of black filmmaking should be. A style and atmosphere that 

can’t be overlooked. It captures the essence of Harlem 

better than any other feature film this year. Symbolically, 

‘Super Fly’ stands in a class by itself.’’ 

JAMES P. MURRAY, Amsterdam News 

Printed in U.S.A. 



Synopsis 
(not for publication) 

The pattern of life for a charismatic, big-time cocaine 

dealer like Priest (RON O’NEAL) involves very expensive 

cars, a downtown white woman, an attempted mugging by a 

pair of junkies and the punishment of an errant pusher for 

failure to turn over all the proceeds from his cocaine sales. 

Priest’s friend and partner Eddie (CARL LEE) is 

pulled away from a crap game by the dealer who proposes 

that they get out of cocaine by putting their entire capital 

of $300,000 into 30 keys of the drug, disposing of it on the 

streets in four months and then walking away for good 

with $1,000,000. 

They go to Priest’s former patron and mentor Scatter 

(JULIUS W. HARRIS) to lay out the proposition for their 

one final score. Scatter says he will think about opening up 

his links to ‘‘the man’’ who once supplied him in order to 

try to line up 30 keys for Priest and Eddie. 

Fat Freddie (CHARLES McGREGOR), the chastized 

pusher, arrested in a street fight and intimidated by the 

police, blows the whistle on Priest, then he breaks away 

and is killed by a passing motorist. 

Priest and Eddie are cornered by the cops and are 

offered a crooked deal: Scatter will be by-passed and ‘‘the 

man’’ will deal directly with Priest and Eddie, supplying 

as much cocaine as they can handle. 

In despair at what’s happening, Priest turns to his girl 

Georgia (SHEILA FRAZIER). He explains that his longing 

for money is based not on avarice but on the hope for free- 

dom of choice in life. Georgia throws her destiny in with his. 

At the apartment of Priest’s downtown white woman, 

Scatter shows up, and begs for money to escape the hench- 

men of ‘‘the man.’’ He gives Priest an envelope containing 

material that will incriminate ‘‘the man.’’ Scatter doesn’t 

escape. He is captured and killed with an overdose. 

Priest hires a pair of professional killers to murder 

‘‘the man’’ and his family should anything happen to him. 

He damands half his cut from Eddie, who gives it to him in 

large bills in a briefcase, then, as Priest leaves, his so- 

called friend tips off the police. 

Anticipating the doublecross, Priest switches brief- 

cases with Georgia before he is picked up by the police and 

confronted by ‘‘the man’’ himself, who urges Priest to stick 

to the system. The dealer replies insultingly. Attacked by 

the detectives accompanying ‘‘the man,’’ Priest reveals the 

true identity of ‘‘the man,’’ the deputy commissioner of 

police, and counters that if he is killed, so will be ‘‘the 

man’’ and his family. Then he drives away to freedom. 

Running Time: 96 Minutes Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1 
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Special Wild Poster 

An exciting, special 22’’ x 28’’ die-cut poster has 

been prepared for your campaign on ‘‘Super Fly.’’ This 

poster features the artwork of the ad campaign and is an 

exciting campaign plus. Arrange for it to be posted where 

it will be seen by the most potential patrons. Several pre- 

opening bookings have proven the value of this poster. A 

limited number of them are available FREE from: Campaign 

Plan Manager, Warner Bros. Studios, 4000 Warner Blvd., 

Burbank, California 91505. 

Lobby Record 

The exciting, popular music of Curtis Mayfield and a 

strong sales pitch that will make customers want to return 

has been prepared for your engagement of ‘‘Super Fly.’’ 

This effective sales tool is available FREE; order it well 

in advance and give it plenty of playing time. Order from: 

Eugene Gromek, Suski Productions, 165 W. 46th Street, 

New York, N.Y. 10036. 



Radio Spots Credits 

Perhaps the most effective way to reach the audience Produced by Sig Shore; Directed by Gordon 

for ‘‘Super Fly’’ is radio. With this in mind, Warner Bros. Parks, Jr.; Screenplay by Phillip Fenty; Dir. 
of Photography, James Signorelli; Film 

Editor, Bob Brady; Sound by Harry Lapham; 

Script Supervisor, Naima Fuller; Associate 

has prepared a series of hard-hitting and effective selling 

spots for your engagement of the picture. These spots 

feature the music of the popular Curtis Mayfield. Order the 
Producer, Irving Stimler; Music Composed 

FREE radio spots well in advance and center your efforts 
and Arranged by Curtis Mayfield; Music 

on a great radio campaign. Available from: Eugene Gromek, Coordinator, Marvin Stuart; Costume De- 

Suski Productions, 165 W. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Signer, Nate Adams; Production Manager, 

Nolan Constantine; Makeup, James Farabee; 

Hair Styling, Walter Fountaine, W. Knight; 

TV Spots Assistant Director, Kurt Baker. 

TV Spots that sell have been prepared for your engage- Cast 

ment of ‘‘Super Fly.’’ These spots feature all the action of ai an ern ea eee Priest 

the film and also highlight the music by Curtis Mayfield. Carl ee 3 ee ee are i eee Eddie 

An effective selling campaign can be built around them and enelte . PRizier...3 fans ae Be ae ees Georgia 

the results will show where it counts. The spots are avail- JUPIUS We Harri S anne Scatter 
able in color, FREE from: Campaign Plan Manager, Warner Charles McGregor... nnn Pet rT emer 

Bice oumesi Ah Ai iit: “ons 8 io) Bros. Studios, 4000 Warner Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 91505. einer aes eae 
POY TOS PG a ig cet ais Cynthis 

Yvonne Delaine _ 0... Mrs. Freddie 

FIQDTY BAB ee Sy Robbery Victim 

Excerpts pe Riga) oro > a ieee Pimp 
SEM: CHAE SOR: oe one ee See eRy Junkie 

Excerpts from the film are one of the most popular and Special Guest Appearance 

most effective ways to sell the public on motion pictures. The Curtis Mayfield Experience 

Warner Bros. has prepared several excerpts from ‘‘Super ee 

Fly’’ that will fascinate viewers and make them want to see Billing 

the film at your theatre. The excerpts can be used on TV Warner Bros. ae 25% 
A Warner Communications Company 

talk shows, as fillers at the end of a too-short movie or can presents 
The Sig Shore Production 25% 

be set up on a self-contained projector-speaker in lobby or SUPER FLY 100% 
: at Starring Storefront. Make the best possible use of these exciting RON O’NEAL 100% 

0 
excerpts. They're FREE, order today from: Campaign Plan ied eee cs 

SHEILA FRAZIER 75% Manager, Warner Bros. Studios, 4000 Warner Blvd., Burbank, CHARLES McGREGOR 75% 

Calif. 91505. Music Composed and Arranged by 
Curtis Mayfield 15% 
Screenplay by 
Phillip Fenty 20% 
Produced by 

2 Sig Shore 20% Trailer @ Teaser Directed by 
Gordon Parks, Jr. 20% 

Action scenes and contemporary music by Curtis 

Mayfield are the background for this quality selling trailer 
All advertising in this pressbook, as well as all other 

advertising and publicity materials referred to herein, has 
Pane T Ih ae? nee ee ae penae ae. been se es under the standards for Advertising of the 

‘Super Fly.’’ Book the teaser well in advance of your Code of Self-Regulation of the Motion Picture Association 
of America. All inquiries on this procedure may be addressed 

normal trailer time and use it for cross-plugging. Get all to: Director of the Code for Advertising, Motion Picture 

Association of America, 522 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036. 
your customers to come back for more. Order the trailer and This picture has been rated: 

teaser today and make sure it gets all the playing time R RESTRICTED 
Under 17 requires accompanying €¢)> 

possible. Order from National Screen Service. asia a 
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MAYFIELD is outstanding promotion PLUS 

SINGLE RECORD 

Curtis Mayfield is one of the hottest selling names in 

the recording industry today. His records are constantly 

played on radio and any new record or album is a special 

event. An extra special event then is the album and single 

that he has recorded from his own origianl score of ‘‘Super 

Fly.’’ In addition to the score, Mayfield himself appears 

in the film. 

Mayfield now has in release the original sound track 

album and a single on the main theme titled ‘‘Freddie’s 

Dead.’’ Both album and single are on the Curtom label 

distributed by Buddah Records. 

This album marks Mayfield’s second entry into the 

movie score field and the resounding success of his first, 

the score of ‘‘Lillies of the Field’’ and the song ‘‘Amen’’ 

were such hits that it is inevitable it happen again. 

Make the most of this excellent opportunity to promote 

your engagement of ‘‘Super Fly.’’ 

For help and assistance in promoting the film and 

setting record store tie-ups,and promotions, contact: 

National Promotion Director: 

Jerry Sharell, The Buddah Group, 810 Seventh Avenue, 

New York, N.Y. 10019. (212) 582-6900. 

Regional Promotion Contacts: 

(New York area) Larry Harris — (212) 582-6900 

(Atlanta area) Johnny Lloyd — (404) 875-2972 

(Baltimore-Washington area) Joe Bilello — (301) 636-2265 

(Boston area) Jerry Brenner — (617) 935-6160 

(Chicago area) Jack Hakim & Emmett Garner — (312) 647-0410 

(Cincinnati area) Rob Hegal — (513) 421-0747 

(Cleveland area) Mike Manocchio — (216) 861-4215 

(Detroit area) Ken Benson — (313) 361-5500 

(San Francisco area) Mike Klotovich — (415) 989-6286 

(Memphis-Nashville area) Wade Conklin — (615) 352-2806 

(Los Angeles area) Jerry Doughman & Stan Najolia — 

(213) 278-6600 
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dude 
with a 
plan to stick 
it to The Man! 

STARRING 

RON O'NEAL 
AS PRIEST 

See and hear CURTIS MAYFIELD | 
play his Super Fly snore! 

Lobby Standee 

A giant lobby standee that is a sure-fire attention 

getter has been prepared by Warner Bros. for your engage- 

ment of ‘‘Super Fly.’’ 

Standing nearly seven feet tall, the standee features 

the artwork from the ads and has been called outstanding 

by all those who have seen it. 

This standee should be placed in the lobby or can be 

used as the center piece for a gigantic display in nearby 

record shops or shopping centers. 

It is available in limited quantities so order it today 

and place it long before your opening. Order from: Campaign 

Plan Manager, Warner Bros. Studios, 4000 Warner Blvd., 

Burbank, Calif. 91505. 



Three-Color ‘Super Fly’ T-Shirts 

Decorated T-Shirts, the hottest item on the apparel 

market for young people, are being utilized to penetrate the 

exact youth market for ‘‘Super Fly.’’ These shirts, in 

yellow with an emblem in red and pink, are great attention- 

getters wherever they appear. Use them as the prizes ina 

contest and dress your ushers and doormen in them for great 

pre-sell. These shirts are available FREE in very limited 

quantities. Order them today from: Campaign Plan Manager, 

Warner Bros., 4000 Warner Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 91505. 

Critical Acclaim 

As this pressbook goes to print, ‘‘Super Fly’’ has just 

opened in New York to smash boxoffice business and criti- 

cal acclaim from such widely diverse sources as the New 

York Times, ABC-Television, Harpers Bazaar and the Gan- 

net Newspaper Syndicate. Reprinted below are just a few 

early excerpts from those reviewers. 

‘‘This is the one to see! An intelligent, perceptive, 

fast paced movie. Solid script, solid acting, a musical 

score by Curtis Mayfield that will probably get an Academy 

Award nomination. It’s a very important movie.’’ 

Kevin Sanders, ABC-TV 

““A brilliantly idiomatic film. The film’s gut pleasures 

are real, and there are a lot of them... a very good movie.’’ 

Roger Greenspun, New York Times 

‘‘Fine acting, a compelling story and Cutris Mayfield’s 

exciting music. One of the best of the new black films. 

‘Super Fly’ is good entertainment. ’’ 

Frances Taylor, Long Island Press 

oé 

‘Super Fly’ is brilliant. It has a solid, tense plot, 

eye-catching settings, sex, whirlwind pacing.’’ 

Barbara Goldsmith, Harpers Bazaar 

““A visually exciting movie, a good adventure story.’’ 

Kevin M. Saviola, Women’s Wear Daily 

“It is beautifully acted in its central roles by that fine 

Broadway actor, Ron O’Neal, and Carl Lee.’’ 

Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspaper Syndicate 
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